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ABSTRACT
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Approximately eleven years of reforecasts from NOAAs Second Genera-

tion Global Ensemble Forecast System Reforecast (GEFS/R) model are used

to train a contiguous United States (CONUS)-wide gridded probabilistic pre-

diction system for locally extreme precipitation, developed using the random

forest (RF) algorithm. Locally extreme precipitation is quantified for 24-hour

precipitation accumulations in the framework of average recurrence intervals

(ARIs), with two severity levels: 1- and 10-year exceedances. Forecasts are

made from 0000 UTC forecast initializations for two 1200 UTC-1200 UTC

periods: Days 2 and 3 comprising respectively forecast hours 36-60 and 60-

84. Separate models are trained for each of eight forecast regions and for

each forecast lead time. GEFS/R predictors vary in space and time relative

to the forecast point, and include not only the quantitative precipitation fore-

cast (QPF) output from the model, but also variables that characterize the

meteorological regime, including winds, moisture, and instability. Numerous

sensitivity experiments are performed to determine the effects of the inclu-

sion or exclusion of different aspects of forecast information in the model

predictors, the choice of statistical algorithm, and the effect of performing di-

mensionality reduction via principal component analysis as a pre-processing

step. Overall, it is found that the RF-based forecasts add significant skill over

exceedance forecasts produced from the raw GEFS/R ensemble QPFs across

all regions of CONUS—more than is produced from 24 hours decrement in

forecast lead time—and are quite reliable, particularly at small and moderate

probabilities. A metric for succinctly summarizing the reliability of a forecast

set is introduced.
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1. Introduction32

Locally extreme precipitation can cause a variety of costly, disruptive, and endangering impacts,33

including flooding, flash flooding, and landslides. In 2016 alone, these hazards combined caused34

more than 120 fatalities and $10 billion in damages over the United States (NWS 2017). The pre-35

diction of flash floods is a notoriously challenging forecast problem, requiring not only accurate36

prediction of heavy rainfall magnitudes, but also on the spatiotemporal distribution of that rain-37

fall; the hydrologic interactions between precipitation, terrain, and the land surface; and also on38

antecedent precipitation and its effects on soil conditions. Appreciating that forecasting precipi-39

tation processes responsible for most observed extreme rainfall over the contiguous United States40

(CONUS) is often considered among the most challenging problems in contemporary numerical41

weather prediction (NWP; e.g. Fritsch and Carbone 2004; Novak et al. 2014), one recognizes the42

scope of the challenge presented by the flash flood forecast problem. While recent advances in43

heavy rainfall and flash flood forecasting have been made (e.g. Hapuarachchi et al. 2011; Novak44

et al. 2014; Barthold et al. 2015), forecasts still struggle in many situations (e.g. Delrieu et al.45

2005; Lackmann 2013; Schumacher et al. 2013; Gochis et al. 2015; Nielsen and Schumacher46

2016, among many others) and substantial progress remains to be made.47

Further exacerbating the flash flood forecast problem is the considerable difficulty in verifying48

flash flood events (e.g. Welles et al. 2007; Gourley et al. 2012; Barthold et al. 2015), an essential49

component to forecasting any phenomenon. Flash flood reports (either human or based on stream50

gauges) are subject to population bias, with report databases often missing transient floods in very51

rural areas (e.g. Pielke et al. 2002), and also to varying reporting and report encoding practices in52

different regions of the United States (e.g. Ashley and Ashley 2008; Calianno et al. 2013). Flash53

flood warnings have similar inconsistencies associated with differing warning philosophies across54
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weather forecast offices (e.g. Barthold et al. 2015; Marjerison et al. 2016), different proclivities55

to warn rural areas (e.g. Marjerison et al. 2016), and the fact that they don’t directly correspond56

to observed impacts themselves. Another plausible approach to verification uses quantitative pre-57

cipitation estimate (QPE) exceedances of Flash Flood Guidance (FFG), a product issued routinely58

by NWS River Forecast Centers (RFCs). However, RFCs too apply different methodologies (e.g59

Ntelekos et al. 2006; Schmidt et al. 2007; Villarini et al. 2010)—which can often produce highly60

different estimates with large discontinuities across RFC boundaries (e.g. Barthold et al. 2015)—to61

determine their FFGs, posing a source of potential error and inconsistency as well. Finally, an-62

other possible approach avoids the plethora of aforementioned political discrepancies by verifying63

only with respect to observed QPEs, themselves derived across CONUS in a consistent manner.64

In particular, a fixed threshold (e.g. 2”/hr.) can be used as a proxy for flash flooding, as can65

exceedances of thresholds defined relative to the local precipitation climatology, such as average66

recurrence intervals (ARIs). An ARI defines a fixed frequency relative to the hydrometeorological67

climatology of the region; in particular, it corresponds to the expected duration, given the local68

climatology, between exceedances of a given threshold. For example, the 1-year ARI for 24-hour69

precipitation accumulations describes the accumulation amount for which, one would expect the70

mean duration between exceedances of said amount to be one year. Past research has shown that a71

fixed-frequency ARI-based framework has better correspondence with heavy precipitation impacts72

than the use of any fixed threshold across the hydrometeorologically diverse regions of CONUS73

(e.g. Reed et al. 2007). To avoid a dynamic predictand that varies from initialization to intialization74

(as with FFG exceedances) and avoid the undesirable geopolitical inconsistencies associated with75

reports and warnings while maintaining maximum correspondence with precipitation impacts, the76

ARI framework was adopted for quantifying locally extreme precipitation for the purposes of this77

model and this study.78
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Regardless of the precise manner in which locally extreme precipitation is quantified, contem-79

porary dynamical forecast models often struggle to accurately simulate the physical processes80

responsible for its production. For example, models with parameterized convection often have81

a variety of persistent errors and biases associated with their depiction of convective systems,82

convective systems being responsible for the majority of flooding rains over much of CONUS83

(e.g. Schumacher and Johnson 2006; Stevenson and Schumacher 2014; Herman and Schumacher84

2016a). These include a tendency to: underpredict total rainfall from convective systems (e.g.85

Schumacher and Johnson 2008; Herman and Schumacher 2016a); produce systems displaced too86

far to the north and west from where they are observed (e.g. Grams et al. 2006; Wang et al.87

2009; Clark et al. 2010); initiate convection too early (e.g. Davis et al. 2003; Wilson and Roberts88

2006; Clark et al. 2007); generate systems with too large an areal extent (e.g. Wilson and Roberts89

2006); and propagate them incorrectly, too slowly, or not at all (e.g. Davis et al. 2003; Pinto et al.90

2015). These circumstances suggest the potential for considerable utility in applying statistical91

post-processing techniques, which may have the capability to alleviate or even eliminate many of92

these deficiencies. There is a long history of successful application of statistical post-processing to93

dynamical model output (e.g. Klein et al. 1959; Glahn and Lowry 1972). Model Output Statistics94

(MOS; e.g. Glahn and Lowry 1972), is a simple, effective multivariate linear regression technique95

relating a set of dynamical model predictors to sensible weather predictands such as minimum and96

maximum temperature, wind speeds, and precipitation probability. This basic technique has long97

demonstrated skill over both the underlying models and even human forecasters (e.g. Jacks et al.98

1990; Vislocky and Fritsch 1997; Hamill et al. 2004; Baars and Mass 2005), but is inherently lim-99

ited by the linear assumptions underlying the method. Statistical post-processing techniques have100

also been successfully applied to QPFs, from early linear approaches (e.g. Bermowitz 1975; Anto-101

lik 2000) to more contemporary techniques that can exploit more complex variable relationships,102
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including neural networks (e.g. Hall et al. 1999), reforecast analogs (e.g. Hamill and Whitaker103

2006; Hamill et al. 2015), logistic regression (LR; e.g. Applequist et al. 2002), random forests (RF;104

e.g. Gagne et al. 2014; Ahijevych et al. 2016), and other parametric techniques (e.g. Scheuerer and105

Hamill 2015). For other meteorological applications, other machine learning algorithms, such as106

support vector machines (e.g. Zeng and Qiao 2011; Herman and Schumacher 2016b) and boost-107

ing (e.g. Herman and Schumacher 2016b; Hong et al. 2016) have also been successfully applied.108

Related techniques have also been applied to forecasting related high-impact phenomena, such as109

severe hail (Brimelow et al. 2006; Gagne et al. 2015) and tornadoes (Alvarez 2014). One of the110

most powerful aspects of machine learning algorithms—and RFs in particular—is finding patterns111

and non-linear interactions in the supplied training data (e.g. Breiman 2001). Depending on the112

extent and diversity of the data supplied in these experiments, trained RFs pose the theoretical113

capability of diagnosing and automatically correcting for various kinds of model biases, including114

context-dependent quantitative biases, such as QPF being systematically too high or too low; spa-115

tial displacement biases in the placement of extreme precipitation features; and, to some extent,116

temporal biases in the initiation or progression of extreme precipitation features.117

This study makes a comprehensive investigation of using a global reforecast dataset to produce118

skillful and reliable probabilistic forecasts of locally extreme precipitation using the RF statistical119

post-processing technique. The following section will provide some further background and rigor-120

ously describe the data and methods used, algorithms employed, models trained, and experiments121

performed. Section 3 presents results of the sensitivity experiments conducted, while Section 4122

presents the final results of the trained models. Section 5 summarizes the findings of this study,123

outlines complementary analysis of these models, and discusses the broader implications of the124

results on numerical weather prediction and post-processing.125
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2. Data and Methods126

Dynamical model data used for training the RF models in this study comes from NOAA’s127

Second-Generation Global Ensemble Forecast System Reforecast (GEFS/R; Hamill et al. 2013)128

dataset. The GEFS/R is a global 11-member ensemble with parameterized convection and129

T254L42 resolution—which corresponds to an effective horizontal grid spacing of ∼55 km at 40◦130

latitude— initialized once daily at 0000 UTC back to December 1984. Perturbations are applied131

only to the initial conditions, and are made using the ensemble transform with rescaling technique132

(Wei et al. 2008). The ensemble system used to generate these reforecasts is nearly static through-133

out its 30+ year period of coverage, though updates to the operational data assimilation system134

over time have resulted in some changes in the bias characteristics of its forecasts over the period135

of record (Hamill 2017). Some forecast fields are preserved on the native Gaussian grid (∼ 0.5◦136

spacing), while others are available only on a 1◦x1◦ grid. Temporally, forecast fields are archived137

every three hours out to 72 hours past initialization, and are available every six hours beyond that.138

This study will employ an almost 11-year period of record to explore this forecast problem, using139

initializations from January 2003 through August 2013.140

This study seeks to produce and explore the mechanisms to yield skillful and reliable proba-141

bilistic forecast guidance for extreme precipitation. There are numerous different ways to quantify142

extreme precipitation and its associated impacts. For these experiments, forecast probabilities will143

be issued for 24-hour ARI exceedances at each GEFS/R archive grid point on its native Gaus-144

sian grid at all points across CONUS, using a predictand with three categories: 1) No 1-year ARI145

exceedance at any point within the grid point domain, 2) At least one 1-year ARI exceedance,146

but no 10-year ARI exceedances within the grid point domain, and 3) At least one 10-year ARI147

exceedance within the grid point domain. There are numerous advantages to this approach com-148
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pared with available alternatives. In addition to those already mentioned, from the perspective of149

forecast verification, defining extreme precipitation with respect to a fixed threshold exceedance,150

raises challenges when applied uniformly across hydrometeorologically diverse CONUS. Due to151

substantially varying frequency of event occurrence, skill differences may be artificially reflected152

in an undesirable manner (e.g. Hamill and Juras 2006). The ARI framework avoids this issue and153

provides reasonable correspondence with precipitation impacts without considering the additional154

influential complications such as antecedent conditions, local hydrology, and urban effects. For155

this study, focus will be placed exclusively on two 24-hour forecast periods: the 1200-1200 UTC156

period corresponding to forecast hours 36-60 from the GEFS/R forecast fields and the subsequent157

24-hour period encompassing forecast hours 60-84, denoted respectively as Day Two and Day158

Three.159

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Stage IV Precipitation Analysis160

product (Lin and Mitchell 2005) has been created daily in an operational capacity since December161

2001. Stage IV provides 24-hour analyses over the CONUS on a ∼4.75 km grid. It uses both162

rain gauge observations and radar-derived rainfall estimates to generate an analysis, and is fur-163

ther quality controlled via NWS River Forecast Centers (RFCs) to assure stray radar artifacts and164

other spurious anomalies do not appear in the final product. Despite some limitations (Herman165

and Schumacher 2016a; Nelson et al. 2016), its analysis quality; resolution, allowing relatively166

accurate quantification of very heavy precipitation; and data record length make it preferable to167

other precipitation analysis products, and will therefore be used as the precipitation ‘truth’ for168

verification purposes in this study.169

The return period thresholds (RPTs) associated with the 1- and 10-year ARIs are generated us-170

ing the same methodology of Herman and Schumacher (2016a), where CONUS-wide thresholds171

are produced by stitching thresholds from several sources. NOAA’s Atlas 14 thresholds (Bon-172
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nin et al. 2004, 2006; Perica et al. 2011, 2013), an update from older work and currently un-173

der development, are used wherever were available at the commencement of this study. For five174

northwestern states—Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming—updated thresholds175

are not available, and derived NOAA Atlas 2 threshold estimates are used instead (Miller et al.176

1973). Additionally, in Texas and the northeast—New York, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine,177

Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island—Technical Paper 40 (TP-40; Hershfield 1961)178

thresholds are used1; everywhere else uses the Atlas 14 RPT estimates. These 1- and 10-year179

RPTs are depicted in Figure 1 in panels (a) and (b), respectively. As one would expect, the 10-year180

RPTs in Figure 1b show a similar pattern to the 1-year RPTs in the same location shown in Figure181

1a, but are substantially higher everywhere. More significantly, it is apparent that at both severity182

levels, there are large regional disparities in the threshold magnitudes. Over climatologically wet183

regions of CONUS, such as the Pacific coastal mountains and immediately along the Gulf Coast,184

thresholds are as high as 100-150 mm and 250-300 mm for 1-year and 10-year ARIs, respec-185

tively. Thresholds, particularly over central and eastern CONUS, tend to decrease smoothly with186

increasing latitude and distance from major bodies of water. Sharper variations are seen in areas of187

complex terrain over western CONUS. In the driest parts of the arid southwest and intermountain188

west, RPTs can be as low as 10-15 mm and 25-30 mm for the two ARI levels—a full order of mag-189

nitude difference from the largest thresholds at the same intensity level. This highlights the stark190

contrast the use of the ARI framework has with the use of a fixed threshold framework across all of191

CONUS. For reference, the observed 1- and 10-year ARI exceedance events that occurred during192

the period of record are depicted respectively in Figures 1 (c) and (d). A large number of events,193

only a subset of which are fully plotted on Figure 1, have occurred over this analysis period which194

1The northeastern states did receive updated Atlas 14 estimates in October 2015, but TP-40 thresholds were retained for consistency with prior

work.
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spans more than one decade. Some regional differences in coverage and circle sizes can be seen in195

Figure 1c, indicating variation in reports across different regions of CONUS. Though the utilized196

framework is one of constant event frequency, such variation is anticipated for a finite record, es-197

pecially one that is relatively short compared with the event frequency. Correspondingly, more198

variation is seen for 10-year events in Figure 1d. Particularly important to note are the differences199

in seasonality and spatial distribution of observed events across CONUS. Over western CONUS,200

exceedance events occur predominantly in the cold-season, as evidenced by red and purple col-201

ored circles over that region, and also tend to occur in clusters, indicative of most events occurring202

from synoptic scale processes. In contrast, over much of southern and eastern CONUS, events are203

more scattered in nature, and occur predominantly during the warm-season, particularly during204

the spring months of May and June. The main exception—although there are others—is tropical205

cyclone events which impact the Gulf and Atlantic Coast regions later in the year, especially in206

August through October. Some of these, which impacted the mid-Atlantic and southern New Eng-207

land during the period of record, are clearly visible in Figure 1d. More detail about climatological208

characteristics of extreme precipitation across CONUS, and how the raw GEFS/R output performs209

in predicting these events may be found in Herman and Schumacher (2016a).210

Forecast models in this study are trained separately for eight distinct, yet cohesive and internally211

fairly hydrometeorologically homogeneous regions of CONUS, using the delineation indicated212

in Figure 2. A broad, generic overview of the forecast process is included in Figure 3; each of213

the individual phases will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent text. Four-fold cross-214

validation is used as an evaluation framework for this study, whereby each model configuration215

examined is trained four times, once each on three-quarters of the training data, and then eval-216

uated on the final withheld quarter. Input predictors, or features, to the random forests can be217

partitioned into two categories: model predictors and background predictors. Model predictors,218
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which constitute the vast majority of the total number of inputs, come from atmospheric fields219

forecast in the GEFS/R. A core set of f=9 fields used in this study are accumulated precipitation220

(APCP), convective available potential energy (CAPE), convective inhibition (CIN), precipitable221

water (PWAT), surface temperature (T2M) and specific humidity (Q2M), surface zonal (U10) and222

meridional winds (V10), and mean sea level pressure (MSLP). The additional use of other upper-223

air atmospheric fields is also explored in to be described sensitivity experiments; a full list of fields224

used in this study, their associated symbols used in this manuscript, and the grids on which they225

are each archived are tabulated in Table 1. In addition, considering different atmospheric fields in226

forecasting extreme precipitation, the spatiotemporal variations in these fields are considered as227

well. Spatially, predictors are structured in a forecast-point relative sense. In the control model,228

GEFS/R forecast values up to r=4 grid boxes (∼ 2◦) latitudinally or longitudinally displaced in229

any direction relative to the forecast point are considered. Temporally, portrayed fields are con-230

sidered at each archived time during the forecast interval, which corresponds to every three hours231

during the Day Two period and every six hours during the Day Three period, for a total of t=9232

and t=5 forecast periods for the Day 2 and 3 periods, respectively. All told, this yields t f (2r+1)2
233

model predictors, which yields respectively M=6,561 and M=3,645 model predictors for the Day234

Two and Day Three control models. The other category of predictors, background predictors,235

are those which are solely associated with the forecast point, and have no relation to the present236

meteorology. Fourteen of them are used in this study; they are listed in Table 2.237

There are a large number of model predictors, and they are also highly correlated—spatially,238

temporally, and across variables. With millions of training examples and thousands or, in some239

cases, tens of thousands of features, the forecast problem can become computationally intractable.240

Further, having many highly correlated features can readily result in model overfitting—making241

predictions based on noise affecting an individual native feature rather than the underlying signal—242
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a phenomenon commonly termed the ”curse of dimensionality” (e.g. Friedman 1997). Both to243

make subsequent problems more computationally tractable and to alleviate the curse of dimension-244

ality, use of a pre-processing step whereby the model predictors undergo dimensionality reduction245

via principal components analysis (PCA) is explored (Ross et al. 2008; Pedregosa et al. 2011). This246

creates a small set of uncorrelated predictors that explain the signal in the forecast data and gives247

insight into the regional modes of atmospheric variability as depicted in the GEFS/R model, while248

leaving the noise in lower-order principal components (PCs). It is hoped that this pre-processing249

step will both provide physical insight into the types of settings conducive to the generation of250

extreme precipitation, and yield more skillful forecasts by separating desired forecast signal from251

the unwanted noise.252

The primary statistical algorithm used in this study is random forests (RFs; Breiman 2001). RFs253

are in essence an ensemble of decision trees, where traditionally each tree individually makes254

a deterministic prediction about the outcome of the predictand; the relative frequencies of each255

possible predictand outcome in the ensemble of trees are then used to make a probabilistic forecast.256

Much further detail on tree and RF construction and operations can be found in Appendix A. For257

even more elaboration on the theoretical underpinnings, see Breiman (2001) or Murphy (2012),258

among others.259

In this study, there are a great deal of dynamical model data considered as input information260

on which the RF can base a prediction. An important question in the design of statistical post-261

processing algorithms in a resource-constrained environment is which of this information actually262

improves forecasts, and the relationship between extent of additional dynamical model informa-263

tion and statistical model skill. In order to obtain answers to these important questions, a suite of264

sensitivity experiments are conducted. Sensitivity to the inclusion of horizontal variations in at-265

mospheric fields will be explored by varying the previously described predictor radius parameter266
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R from 0 to 4. The effect of including predictor information from upper-air fields is explored by267

comparing the inclusion and exclusion of two sets of fields. The first incorporates temperature,268

specific humidity, zonal and meridional winds at 850 and 500 hPa, and 850 hPa vertical velocity269

in the so-called Upper-Air Core predictor group, while further inclusion of those same fields at270

700 and 250 hPa—the so-called Upper-Air Extra predictor group—allows a reasonably compre-271

hensive view into the value of this forecast information. Investigation into the utility of temporal272

resolution of simulated atmospheric fields in generating skillful forecasts is also performed. Pre-273

dictor density is three-hourly for Day 2 guidance and six-hourly for Day 3 guidance; models are274

additionally trained with predictors at twelve-hourly temporal density for both lead times and275

six-hourly temporal density for the Day 2 forecast model to ascertain this aspect. Another impor-276

tant element—and one with implications for how operational centers allocate their computational277

resources—is the extent of use of ensemble information and its implication on RF model skill.278

Using forecast information from only the GEFS/R’s control member in model training is com-279

pared with using the ensemble median from the full ensemble, and then further with the use of280

the ensemble second-lowest and second-highest values for each atmospheric field in conjunction281

with the median to evaluate the impact of this dimension of forecast information, following the282

findings of Herman and Schumacher (2016b). Additionally, where possible, models are trained283

with and without the aforementioned PCA pre-processing step, and an assessment of the effect of284

this pre-processing step on model skill is made by comparing the two. It should be noted that it is285

not anticipated that this step will substantially improve performance given the same input informa-286

tion; the expected power of the technique is to be able to accommodate more forecast information.287

A final sensitivity experiment investigates model performance as a function of model algorithm,288

and the underpinnings and assumptions that underly each choice; further discussion of machine289
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learning alternatives to the RF algorithm is included in Appendix B. For clarity and concision, a290

complete listing of trained models and experiments is listed in Table 3.291

The final results of the model are compared with an intelligent benchmark based only on the raw292

model QPFs which does not use any machine learning or other bias corrective post-processing.293

These benchmark forecasts are created as follows. The GEFS/R QPF output from each ensemble294

member is regridded from its the native Gaussian grid on which it’s stored to the ∼4.75km Stage295

IV HRAP grid on which the Atlas thresholds lie using a first-order conservative scheme. These296

regridded QPFs are then compared with the 1-year and 10-year RPTs to create deterministic ex-297

ceedance forecasts with respect to the two thresholds for each ensemble member. These binary298

grids are then upscaled to the GEFS/R grid using the same procedure as the verification upscaling:299

any exceedance in the downscaled grid corresponds to an exceedance at the nearest GEFS/R point300

in the upscaled grid. Since the predictand categories are necessarily mutually exclusive, the 1-year301

ARI exceedance grids are modified so that any member forecasting a 10-year ARI exceedance at302

a point is not forecasting a 1-year exceedance at that same point and time period. Probabilistic303

forecasts are then generated by democratic voting, whereby the fraction of ensemble members304

forecasting a particular RPT exceedance is used as the forecast probability. A final simple post-305

processing step is applied to the forecasts to multiply the event probabilities by a tunable scalar306

to adjust for the severe overconfidence yielded with raw probabilities from an underdispersive en-307

semble (e.g. Herman 2016; Lewis et al. 2017). This parameter is tuned in-sample to maximize308

RPSS, an advantage not afforded to the other models trained in this study.309

Skill, both in the final assessment of model performance as well as in all aforementioned sensi-310

tivity experiments, will be quantified by means of the Rank Probability Skill Score (RPSS) with a311
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climatological reference:312

RPSS = 1.0−
ΣD

d=1(Σ
P
p=1(Σ

K
m=1(Σ

m
j=1Pjpd−O jpd)

2))

ΣD
d=1(Σ

P
p=1(Σ

K
m=1(Σ

m
j=1Pclim j −O jpd)2))

(1)

with D forecast days; P forecast points; K predictand categories; Pjpd and O jpd corresponding313

respectively to the forecast probability and observance of predictand category j on day d and314

point p; and Pclim corresponding to the climatological frequency of occurrence, as defined by the315

respective ARIs of the predictand. A score of 1.0 indicates a perfect forecast, and a score of 0.0316

indicates model performance equivalent to forecasting climatology. Final assessment will also317

include analysis of reliability, both subjectively through reliability diagrams, and quantitatively318

with Summary Reliability Statistics (SRS; Herman 2016). Specifically, those are the Reliability319

Score (RS), defined as:320

RS =
∫ 1

0
| f (x)− x|g(x)dx (2)

The Reliability Bias Score (RBS), defined as:321

RBS =−
∫ 1

0
( f (x)− x)g(x)dx (3)

and the Reliability Confidence Score (RCS), defined as:322

RCS =−
∫ 1

0

x−o
|x−o|

( f (x)− x)g(x)dx (4)

where f (x) denotes the observed relative frequency at forecast probability x, g(x) is the sharpness323

density function—how often a forecast probability of x is issued—and o is the climatological event324

frequency. Of course, the integrals cannot be computed directly; instead, the forecast probabilities325

are binned and the integrals are approximated by means of a Riemann sum. An RS of zero, the326

minimum attainable score, indicates a perfectly reliable forecast, with higher values indicating in-327

creasingly less reliability. The other two parameters diagnose the sources of unreliability. Regard-328

ing RBS, positive values indicate overforecast bias, where forecast probabilities are systematically329
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higher than the observed relative frequency, whereas negative values indicate underforecast bias;330

zero RBS is desired, and indicates an unbiased forecast system. Finally and relatedly, positive RCS331

values indicate overconfident forecasts—observed relative frequencies occur closer to climatology332

than the forecast probabilities would indicate—and negative values indicate underconfidence, with333

0 RCS indicating neither overconfidence nor underconfidence. These SRSs provide a succinct and334

objective way of discerning reliability properties of a forecast system, which becomes difficult335

to explore via traditional means when the number of forecast systems being considered becomes336

large.337

3. Results: Sensitivity Experiments338

Forecast skill, quantified by RPSS attained via cross-validation, is shown for each region as a339

function of time step between atmospheric fields retained as RPT exceedance predictors (i.e. the340

CORE LTIME models of Table 3) is shown for both forecast periods and all regions in Figure 4.341

It is readily apparent that there are substantial regional differences in skill; these will be elaborated342

upon in the subsequent section. What is most striking is the lack of sensitivity to this time step;343

at all regions and forecast periods, nearly the same RPSS is obtained regardless of whether less344

information is used. For the 3-hour time step, predictors are gathered from a total of 9 forecast345

times; with the 6-hour step, 5 forecast times are used; and with the 12-hour time step, a total346

of 3 forecast times are used. The 12-hour time step therefore has one-third the total number of347

predictors as the model with the 3-hour time step, but still yields nearly identical forecast skill348

results. In most regions and forecast periods, there is a slight degradation in performance going349

from the 6- to 12-hour time step, but the difference is not generally statistically significant by a 90%350

bootstrap skill score difference test; in many cases, skill with a 6-hour time step is actually slightly351

better, albeit again not statistically significantly so, than the same region, period combination with352
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a 3-hour time step. The one exception to this is in the PCST region, which has much higher skill353

overall than the other regions for both forecast periods, and exhibits somewhat higher sensitivity354

to the predictor time step than the other regions, particularly in going from 6-hours to 12-hours,355

with skill differences of approximately 0.01.356

Similar to the temporal resolution findings, a striking and rather surprising lack of sensitivity as357

a function of predictor spatial extent is noted in Figure 5. This finding comes in stark contrast to358

that of Herman and Schumacher (2016b), which found great sensitivity of predictor spatial extent359

in forecasting airport flight rule conditions. Albeit weak, a slight improvement in skill for most360

region, forecast period combinations can be noted with increasing predictor radius, often to the361

extent that the skill difference between 0 and 4 grid box radii is statistically significant. Two re-362

gions in particular, the NE and PCST, exhibit by far the most sensitivity to predictor spatial extent,363

with differences of roughly 0.02 observed over the evaluated interval. Also of note is that a ra-364

dius of 4 grid boxes—the highest number evaluated—did not always yield the best performance365

results; most notably, the Day 2 model for the NE region maximized skill at a radius of 2, with366

a slight deterioration of forecast skill with increasing radius thereafter. The results seen here do367

make qualitative sense: in those regions where the GEFS/R cannot explicitly resolve the processes368

responsible for producing extreme precipitation, the RF is ultimately making forecasts more on369

environmental factors; these do not vary drastically in time or space, and thus a single number370

or small set of numbers at or immediately surrounding the forecast point are sufficient to charac-371

terize the basic properties of the environment, and this is all that the RF is really using for RPT372

exceedance predictions. However, in regions impacted more readily by larger scale systems where373

the dynamical model can more directly simulate the precipitation processes such as PCST and the374

NE, the spatial variations in atmospheric fields carry more signal rather than noise and and thus375

contribute more predictive value.376
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Like varying spatial and temporal density, there is relatively little sensitivity to the inclusion of377

more atmospheric fields (Figure 6). Slight but consistent improvement is observed in adding the378

core upper-air fields as predictors, but adding further levels beyond the core group was found to379

not improve predictive skill, and actually resulted in a decrease in skill for the PCST, NE, ROCK,380

and SE regions—those which are most affected by larger scale precipitation systems. Though still381

rather small, somewhat more distinct sensitivity to type of ensemble information included (Figure382

7) can be seen here across all regions, with improvements seen using only predictor information383

from the GEFS/R the ensemble median versus the control member, and slight additional improve-384

ment using the ensemble second-from-minimum and second-from-maximum in addition to the385

ensemble median. The largest differences in magnitude are again for the PCST region, but in this386

experiment, clear and statistically significant differences are also seen for low skill, convectively387

active regions such as MDWST.388

Comparing the impact of applying PCA pre-processing to the RF (Figure 8, leftmost two389

columns), performing PCA tends to either improve performance, as is the case for the PCST,390

NE, SW, and MDWST regions, or make little difference, as seen in the ROCK, NGP, SGP, and391

SE regions. The positive differences tend to be larger in magnitude, both in relative and absolute392

senses, for Day 2 model versions compared with Day 3. The general finding in comparing RF and393

LR forecasts—as might be expected—is that forecasts produced through LR tend to be substan-394

tially worse than those generated by RFs. However, the exact magnitude to which this is the case395

varies by region; very substantial differences in skill are seen between RF and LR forecasts for the396

SW, ROCK, and SGP regions, while there is almost no skill difference between the Day 3 forecasts397

in the PCST region. This may suggest the linear assumptions inherent to the LR algorithm perform398

better in larger scale systems than in the more convectively active ones in which the responsible399

processes are highly nonlinear, but this causality is not entirely clear. Finally, the weighted aver-400
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age of RF and LR forecasts do overperform their component members for all regions and forecast401

periods. The extent of overperformance is strongly tied to the skill difference between the RF and402

LR models; when the skill difference is small, the value of the weighted average is comparatively403

large to when the RF performs much better than LR (cf. Figure 8 PCST and SW lines). Since404

these weighted averages performed the best in cross-validation, the same weighted average of the405

CTL PCA and CTL LR models was chosen for the final model configurations.406

4. Results: Final Model Performance407

Inspecting the final cross-validation RPSS results from the blended final model of this study and408

those forecasts generated from simply using the raw QPFs of the full ensemble with a simple cor-409

rective adjustment as described in Section 2 (Figure 9), several noteworthy points may be readily410

discerned. First, as would be expected, a statistically significant deterioration in forecast skill from411

Day 2 to Day 3 is apparent in both the ML models and raw ensemble QPFs for all regions employed412

in this study. For previously elucidated reasons, it is also apparent that forecast skill is significantly413

higher in regions with extreme precipitation associated partially or primarily with synoptic scale414

precipitation episodes, such as PCST, SW, and NE, rather than smaller scale convective systems415

that characterize extreme precipitation in the NGP, SGP, and MDWST regions. At an extreme,416

the SGP raw QPFs have virtually no skill in predicting ARI exceedances. The uncertainty in skill417

is also larger in these higher skill regions—particularly in PCST—perhaps due to more confident418

forecasts; this will be explored in more detail with the uncertainty analysis below. The bigger Day419

2 vs. Day 3 skill differences are also seen where the skill is higher, again suggesting the direct420

forecasting of the precipitation as opposed to forecasts more reflecting the forecast environment,421

either dynamically via parameterized convection in the case of raw QPFs, or directly in the case422

of the machine learning algorithm forecasts. But the most substantial observation to highlight is423
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the highly significant skill improvement in using the ML derived forecasts developed herein with424

those using raw ensemble QPF exceedance probabilities. Skill improvements are significant at425

all regions and forecast periods, are often more than a factor of two more skillful compared with426

climatology than the raw QPF probabilistic forecasts, and differences are typically in the range427

0.05-0.09. Furthermore, substantially more than one day of forecast skill is added by applying this428

post-processing methodology—a testament to the potential utility of broader application of these429

algorithms to other forecast settings.430

Reliability diagrams of adjusted raw ensemble QPF-based forecasts (Figure 10) reveal reason-431

ably satisfactory reliability once adjusted, with most lines tracking generally close to the one-to-432

one line. Recall that these forecasts have been artificially scaled so as to maximize in-sample433

RPSS, and as a result of this, are not the true raw forecasts. Those are considerably less reliable434

than those presented here, which have regionally varying maximum possible forecast probabili-435

ties (FPs) whose magnitude may be discerned by inspection of the end points of the reliability436

line in Figure 10a,c knowing that the raw ensemble has at least some forecasts where every mem-437

ber predicts a 1-year exceedance for all regions and lead times. For all periods and regions, it is438

apparent that FPs of exactly zero are issued the vast majority of the time; for the sharpness dia-439

grams, the forecast frequency in a bin falls below 0.001 for the 1-year exceedances and 0.0001440

for the 10-year exceedances by an FP of 0.1. By an FP of 0.5, the forecast frequency in most441

regions has dropped below 0.0001 for the 1-year ARI exceedance. The highest frequency of high442

FPs is consistently seen for NE region forecasts, followed by those in the SW. The lowest FPs443

are typically observed over the Great Plains regions, likely due to general low confidence and in-444

creased difficulty in distinguishing exceedance events from non-events in GEFS/R forecast fields.445

Even with multiplicative adjustment which greatly alleviates the bias of the forecasts, for 1-year446

exceedance forecasts especially, there appears to be a systematic overconfidence in all regions,447
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with FPs verifying above the one-to-one line at low FPs, and below the one-to-one line at high448

FPs. This agrees with past literature, which has found that most operational ensemble prediction449

systems, including the GEFS, are systematically underdispersive and overconfident (e.g. Herman450

2016; Lewis et al. 2017). Substantially more variability is seen with the 10-year exceedance reli-451

ability lines, which also suggests that the scaling to maximize RPSS was much more sensitive to452

performance changes at the 1-year threshold owing to the order of magnitude larger frequency of453

occurrence. The reliability lines at the 10-year exceedance thresholds are highly uncertain due to454

the very small frequency of occurrence at the higher FPs, but a positive bias for NGP, SGP, and455

ROCK for both forecast periods is noted, a strong negative bias is observed for PCST at Day 3456

and, to a lesser extent, the NE region for both periods.457

For all regions, the reliability on the FP interval from 0.0-0.2 appears to be very good for 1-year458

RPT exceedance forecasts in the CTL NPCA model (Figure 11a). FPs for 1-year exceedances459

get as high as 0.6, and as high as 0.7 for some regions like PCST and SW. Sharpness diagrams460

still indicate that the vast majority of forecasts are at or very near zero, but the decline is much461

smoother and more gradual both at lower and higher FPs. For low FPs, the decreased discretization462

of FPs compared with the raw ensemble FPs helps remove density from the uniformly zero FP bin463

and distribute it among several very low, but non-zero, FP bins; this also helps gain resolution of464

FPs in unlikely event scenarios. The sharpness curves in Figure 11 are nearly linear in log-linear465

space, while the raw QPF forecasts follow more of an exponential decay signature in the same466

space in Figure 10. At high FPs above 0.2 for the 1-year ARI threshold, CTL NPCA forecasts467

tend to be negatively biased, with observed relative frequencies (ORFs) much higher than their468

corresponding FPs; the one exception to this is in the ROCK region. For the 10-year exceedances469

in panels b and d, both the maximum FPs and slope of the sharpness diagram curves are much470

lower and more negative, respectively. Maximum FPs lie in the 0.1-0.4 range depending on the471
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region, with the highest maximum FPs occurring in the SW, SE, PCST, and NE regions, and lowest472

FPs occurring in the MDWST, NGP, and SGP. There is also a slight tendency for higher FPs to473

occur in the Day 2 period compared with Day 3, likely due to there being slightly more signal to474

latch onto. The same negative forecast bias can be seen at the highest FPs, but the uncertainty in475

the locations of the reliability diagrams is large owing to the very small relative sample sizes in476

these bins.477

Compared with the CTL NPCA model (Figure 11), higher FPs are more common in the478

CTL PCA model (Figure 12); this is seen both in larger sharpness diagram values at higher FPs,479

and also in the maximum FPs. In the maximum FPs, while max FPs were generally in the 0.4-480

0.6 range for 1-year exceedance forecasts in the CTL NPCA model (Figure 11a,c), here (Figure481

12a,c) they are at least 0.6, and can get up to the highest bin, 0.85-1.0, in the SW, NE, and PCST482

regions. This extends to the 10-year ARI exceedance forecasts as well, with max FPs in these483

regions reaching 0.4-0.6, and in the less confident, more convectively active regions, max FPs still484

reach to the 0.15-0.25 range. The calibration appears to be overall better; there is still some ten-485

dency for a negative bias at high FPs, but the deviation from the one-to-one line overall appears486

much smaller for most regions compared with CTL NPCA forecasts, particularly below FPs of487

0.2.488

There are several stark contrasts between forecasts generated via LR (Figure 13) versus those489

made through the RF algorithm (Figure 12). Unlike the RF algorithm forecasts, the sharpness490

diagrams again exhibit more of an exponential decay pattern in log-linear space; however, the fre-491

quency of high FP forecasts is considerably higher than in any other previously examined forecast492

method, with frequencies approximately an order of magnitude larger at the high FPs above 0.5.493

Also, the maximum FPs are much higher; every region has a relatively large number of forecasts494

in the highest FP bin for the 1-year exceedance forecasts, and some regions even have density in495
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the highest FP bin for the 10-year exceedance forecasts. This contrasts with RF forecasts, which496

had very few forecasts above 0.85 for 1-year ARI exceedances, and none for the 10-year level. Of497

further note is the very strong positive forecast bias at higher FPs for all regions, severity levels,498

and forecast periods; it is especially pronounced for regions with extreme precipitation character-499

ized by smaller scale convective processes. There also appears to be a systematic overconfidence500

to the forecasts, with a slight negative bias occurring where there are many more forecasts than501

where the bias of the opposite sign is stronger.502

The final forecast system (Figure 14), which uses a weighted blend of the RF and LR forecasts,503

strikes a serendipitous and somewhat coincidental balance between the negative bias of RF fore-504

casts (Figure 12) and strong positive bias of LR forecasts (Figure 13) at high FPs. The blend results505

in a several symbiotic effects. First, it largely eliminates—or at least alleviates—the bias at high506

FPs, except occasionally at very high FPs where the forecast density in the bin is very small. This507

yields quite robust calibration across the FP spectrum, at least to the extent it can be qualitatively508

discerned from the presented diagrams. The second positive side effect was in making sharper509

forecasts compared to the RFs alone (cf. Figures 12, 14); the sharpness diagrams indicate elevated510

density in high FP bins, and max FPs reach farther into the 0.7-0.9 range—particularly for Day511

2, 1-year forecasts. High FPs above 0.5 remain to be found for the NGP and SGP regions. Some512

issues, such as the positive bias for Day 3 10-year exceedance forecasts in the SW, remain since513

both component members exhibited this bias.514

Reliability diagrams provide a familiar and comprehensible format for assessment of reliabil-515

ity of a system’s forecasts. However, they can provide only qualitative assessments, and due to516

their presentation, it is difficult to present reliability information in a clear manner and challenging517

to make comparisons between different forecast systems, particularly when those differences are518

subtle or nuanced. Because comparing the reliability performance of many different forecasting519
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approaches for different regions and forecast periods is an essential component of the verification520

in this study, supplementary use of SRSs is employed to quantitatively compare forecasts. It is im-521

mediately apparent upon SRS inspection (Figures 15a,d) that the forecasts based on raw ensemble522

QPFs have by far the highest RSs among those shown for all regions, periods, and severity levels,523

indicating that the ML post-processing techniques all significantly improve reliability compared524

with the raw QPF-based forecasts. For the raw QPF based forecasts, 10-year ARI exceedance fore-525

casts tend to be less reliable than those relative to the 1-year thresholds; for all of the ML-derived526

forecasts, the opposite is true. Among the ML forecasts, the LR and final, weighted blend fore-527

casting algorithms tend to produce the best reliability, as evidenced by the lowest reliability scores,528

and the PCA-based RF forecasts are slightly less reliable than non-PCA based ones, especially in529

the western regions. Though there are regional differences in RSs among the ML forecast algo-530

rithms, the differences are small and do not appear to be consistent in sign. RBSs are depicted in531

panels (b) and (e). Raw QPF-based probabilistic forecasts were prone to being very biased, though532

the sign and magnitude were not at all consistent across any of region, forecast period, or severity.533

For example, in PCST, the 10-year exceedance forecasts were strongly positively biased for the534

Day 2 period, and strongly negatively biased for the Day 3 period. Meanwhile, for the 1-year535

thresholds, Day 2 forecasts indicated a moderate to strong positive bias, while the bias was rather536

small on Day 3. In general though, raw QPF forecasts were positively biased, with exceptions to537

1-year Day 2 exceedances in the SGP; for both periods in the SE region; and 10-year exceedances538

for both period in the NE. All ML forecast systems are positively biased for all regions, periods,539

and severity levels. The bias is consistently larger for the 1-year ARI than the 10-year one in these540

models; the difference is typically a factor of approximately two, except for the PCST region,541

where the difference is somewhat smaller. The RBSs for the different ML forecasting algorithms542

vary in relative rank based on region, but are largely quite similar. The LR model RBSs tend to543
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be very slightly larger than the other presented algorithms. Confidence scores, shown in panels544

(c) and (f), are nearly identical to the RBSs, indicating the forecasting systems explored here are545

mostly overconfident. The similarity arises due to the rarity of the event and skew of the FP dis-546

tribution; by orders of magnitude difference compared with other bins, FPs are almost or exactly547

zero. By virtue of this, the overall statistics are highly sensitive to small difference of the ORF in548

the bins containing FPs of or very near zero. These few terms, which are both on the same side549

relative to climatology, and up dominating the RBS and RCS calculations, and since they’re on the550

same side of climatology, the RBS and RCS formulations converge to the same summation.551

From an abstract, technical standpoint, the statistics presented above are the ’purest’ summarical552

characterization of the reliability of the examined forecast systems. However, as noted, the calcu-553

lations end up being characterized by small ORF differences in the FP 0 bin and bins immediately554

above it. From a practical standpoint, this is not useful; from the perspective of end user decision555

making, differences in an FP between 0, 1e-10, and 0.0001 are all unlikely to make any difference556

to end user decisions. To provide a more accurate end user-based assessment of forecast reliability,557

the statistics are recalibrated and recalculated with a restricted domain to only cases where an FP558

of at least 0.015 was issued (recalibrated in the sense that the climatological frequency is adjusted559

to the frequency of occurrence in this subset of all cases). Perhaps unsurprisingly, these results560

(Figure 16) change dramatically compared with those seen over the whole spectrum (Figure 15).561

While RSs, shown in panels (a) and (d) remain the highest for raw QPF forecasts, LR forecasts562

have considerably higher RSs compared with Figure 15, particularly at Day 2. 10-year scores are563

still typically better than the 1-year scores, though this is no longer the case for the SE and NE564

regions; this holds for the RF-based forecast algorithms as well. Among the three forecast systems565

employing RFs, there is variability among which system produces the lowest RSs. CTL NPCA566

produces the lowest RSs for PCST, ROCK, and SW, while the final RF, LR blend produces the567
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lowest RSs for the eastern five regions. RBSs have changed more substantially; a positive bias is568

still seen in almost every instance, with the exception of many 10-year exceedance forecasts for569

the NE region, 1-year raw QPF forecasts for the SE region, and a few other forecast sets. The LR570

model forecasts have, unlike the evaluation over the entire spectrum in Figure 15, largely departed571

from the other ML forecasts, and exhibit strong positive biases for all regions, periods, and sever-572

ity levels. In many cases, it is the most biased forecast system examined. In the NE, it is in stark573

contrast to the RF forecasts, exhibiting a strong positive bias while they have moderate negative574

biases. Among the RF forecasts, the same general pattern observed in Figure 15 is seen: the no575

PCA model forecasts are the least biased for the western three regions, while the RF, LR blend is576

the least biased for the eastern five. A good visualization of the cancellation of biases can be seen577

in the Day 2, 10-year exceedance forecasts for the NE region in Figure 16b. Regarding confidence,578

unlike the analysis over the entire spectrum, some distinct differences between RBSs and RCSs579

can be noted in this analysis. While signs are mostly the same, there are numerous exceptions;580

most notably, the 1-year exceedance forecasts for raw QPFs in the SE region are negatively biased581

but highly overconfident. Also in the SE region, RF based Day 2 forecasts were slightly positively582

biased but also very slightly underconfident. Overall, most forecasts were still overconfident. LR583

forecasts were more overconfident than the other ML based forecasts, but in contrast to the bias,584

not as overconfident as the raw ensemble QPF forecasts in most cases.585

5. Discussion and Conclusions586

A statistical model based on RFs and LR is used to generate CONUS-wide probabilistic forecasts587

for the exceedance of 1 and 10-year RPTs for 24-hour precipitation accumulations during the Day588

2 and Day 3 periods. Approximately eleven years of GEFS/R forecasts, in particular the ensemble589

median, are used to train these models, and forecasts are using simulated atmospheric fields and590
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varying in both space and time (Table 1), in addition to a variety of geographic and climatological591

forecast predictors (Table 2). Separate models are trained for each of the two 24-hour periods and592

for each of eight different regions of CONUS, as depicted in Figure 2. A variety of sensitivity593

experiments are performed, as outlined in Table 3, to ascertain the utility of different aspects of594

forecast information in predicting locally extreme precipitation. Finally, the final forecast models595

were evaluated, and compared with forecasts based only on the ensemble of raw QPFs from the596

GEFS/R. The machine learning models trained in this study demonstrably outperformed the raw597

ensemble forecasts for all regions and forecast lead times (Figure 9), often more than doubling the598

forecast skill and adding substantially more than 24-hours lead time improvement in forecast skill.599

The raw ensemble tended to be negatively biased and overconfident in predicting extreme QPFs600

(Figures 10 and 16, without adjustments), particularly at the 10-year ARI for central CONUS601

regions; this was greatly alleviated in the final model forecasts, which were significantly more602

reliable (Figures 14 and 16).603

In general, unlike past studies (e.g. Herman and Schumacher 2016b), in most regions, the tem-604

poral resolution and extent of spatially displaced predictors from the forecast point considered had605

little to no impact on forecast skill (Figures 4, 5), in addition to the use of upper-level information606

and additional ensemble information (Figures 6, 7). These results are suggestive of two findings.607

First, most of the information about predictors displaced spatiotemporally from the forecast point,608

other atmospheric fields, or other ensemble member information, can be derived with at least mod-609

erate accuracy using just the information from the ensemble median from a group of core set of610

fields collocated and concurrent with the forecast; that is, these additional predictors contain only611

limited independent forecast information, at least for this coarse dynamical model and this under-612

dispersive ensemble configuration. It also suggests that, for the most part, the predictive ability is613

coming primarily through a characterization of the overall environment, which can be reasonably614
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summarized with only a subset of predictors, rather than the simulated spatiotemporal variability615

and full 3-D characterization of the atmospheric evolution in the underlying dynamical model.616

However, there is at least one major exception; none of this really held for the PCST region; here,617

more complex models with more predictors did notably improve forecast skill. This is perhaps in618

part because the physical processes associated with extreme precipitation are much better resolved619

in the GEFS/R in this region compared with the others, and so the added information adds us-620

able forecast utility beyond simply duplicatively characterizing the atmospheric environment for621

the forecast. The largest skill difference of the sensitivity experiments came for most regions in622

changing algorithmic assumptions and processes (Figure 8); the simpler linear assumptions of LR623

tended to degrade forecast skill compared with the more limited assumptions underlying the RF624

models.625

The results of this study reveal that the application of more sophisticated statistical methods and626

machine learning algorithms such as RFs can demonstrably improve forecasts of extreme precipi-627

tation and potentially other rare, high-impact weather events in the medium range when compared628

with the methods and techniques that are most prevalent in forecast operations today. One unique629

aspect here is the scope of this model; while most past studies which employed these techniques630

for numerical weather prediction have focused on a small domain, or just a sampling of points,631

the models trained here demonstrate an ability to generate skillful, reliable forecasts year-round632

for all of CONUS and a range of lead times. There are many forecast problems that remain to633

be explored, but the results of this study and others strongly suggest that further development634

and application of these data-intensive statistical techniques could substantially improve our fore-635

casts over the current state of the art, even compared with using more sophisticated dynamical636

models. To that end, implementation of this methodology for operational use to assist Weather637

Prediction Center forecasters with the development of their excessive rainfall outlooks is currently638
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underway. This forecast technique presents some advantages over purely dynamical approaches,639

as dynamical models are inherently limited by two factors by which these statistical techniques640

are not. First, dynamical models require ever increasing computational resources for increasing641

model resolution; constraints on computing power prevent sufficient resolution to directly resolve642

many small-scale processes, many of which are observed in the highest impact weather phenom-643

ena. Second, dynamical models are limited by our physical understanding of the processes we are644

attempting to simulate or forecast. Machine learning algorithms, in contrast, can detect predictive645

patterns in the available information even in places where we do not know or understand the physi-646

cal connection between the information and the phenomenon which we wish to predict. While they647

are also limited in complexity by computational resources, the strict limits on resolvability are not648

there: physical resolution can often be gained through post-processing of larger scale information.649

There is thus ample reason to believe that further investigation of these techniques for NWP is a650

worthwhile venture, and eventual implementation into forecast operations could help forecasters651

with their tasks by skillfully synthesizing many different sources of forecast information to help652

alleviate their often time-pressed schedules. This in turn can aide end-user preparedness and, in653

the case of high-impact events, hopefully help to protect lives and property.654

One of the main advantages of the methods explored in this study compared with other popular655

machine learning methods, in addition to their computational tractability, is the ability to visual-656

ize their output and gain insights into detecting and quantifying specific biases in the underlying657

GEFS/R model, and physical insights into the most valuable forecast information for predicting658

locally extreme precipitation. For reasons of focus and brevity, the diagnostics that shed these659

insights have been omitted from this manuscript and are presented instead in a companion paper660

focused on the diagnostics rather than the forecasts and forecast process which is explored in depth661

here.662
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Some limitations of this work are worthy of note. Stage IV precipitation is used as truth for this663

study; though there is not a clearly better verification source available, it does have its drawbacks.664

It does have some spurious quality control issues, and often stuggles in areas of complex terrain665

due to radar beam blockage, interference, and limited gauge coverage (Herman and Schumacher666

2016a; Nelson et al. 2016). Since the model is trained to forecast Stage IV QPE exceedances, this667

can lead to some idiosyncrasies and other anomalies associated with the nuances and persistent668

characteristics of the Stage IV product. One such anomaly is the persistent presence of very small669

areas of exceedances in some regions of complex terrain during times of favorable convective670

conditions. Additionally, while the choice of using the ARI framework was intentional decision671

and provides numerous benefits, it is not an end-all for predicting heavy precipitation impacts.672

While ARIs have better correspondence with impacts than a fixed threshold, there are still regional673

discrepancies in which ARIs have optimal association with impacts, and the framework employed674

here does not account for antecedent conditions, which can be critical for assessing flash flood675

risk. Finally, the predictors for this study come from a very coarse and otherwise rather antiquated676

global model. It was used for this study because, unlike almost any other dynamical model, it has677

been nearly static for a very long period of record and has nearly stationary bias characteristics—an678

essential property for performing this kind of analysis. However, the models trained herein are not679

working off of the ’state of the art’ of flash flood predictors. The longer range Day 2 and Day 3 lead680

times were chosen for this study in part because the discrepancy between GEFS/R forecast quality681

and ’state of the art’ is smaller at these longer lead times due to less convection-allowing guidance682

being available, and higher-resolution models degrading in utility with increasing forecast lead683

time.684

Future work will seek to alleviate these limitations in a variety of ways. Exploration of using dif-685

ferent predictands, likely combining hydrometeorological information from a variety of sources,686
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will be made for more explicit flash flood prediction. This may involve a regionally varying pre-687

dictand definition, with some ARIs/thresholds better corresponding to flash flood impacts in some688

regions compared with others. Additionally, expansion to the 12-36 hour Day 1 period will be ex-689

plored, including predictors from more contemporary models and potentially observations as well.690

Finally, this study only explored a subset of available machine learning algorithms. Other choices691

may be able to better exploit predictor-predictand relationships and produce superior forecasts for692

the locally extreme precipitation and flash flood forecast problem, and this will be examined in693

subsequent research.694
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APPENDIX A701

Random Forests and Their Parameters702

As noted in the main text, RFs are simply an ensemble of decision trees. Decision trees consist703

of a network of two types of nodes: decision nodes and leaf nodes. Decision nodes each have704

exactly two children, which may be either decision nodes or leaf nodes, with a binary split based705

on the numeric value of a single input predictor determining whether to traverse to the left or right706

child. A leaf node has no children and instead, makes a categorical prediction of the outcome of707

the input example based on the leafs relationship to its ancestor nodes. For a given forecast, one708
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begins at a decision trees root, traversing through its children based on the relative value of the709

forecast’s predictors to each decision node’s threshold critical value for the predictor associated710

with the node. This process is repeated until a leaf node is reached; its value corresponding to the711

leaf becomes the tree’s deterministic prediction.712

Decision trees can be a powerful approach for a wide array of applications, but they also have713

several significant drawbacks. In particular, they are very prone to overfitting (e.g. Brodley and714

Utgoff 1995), fitting to the noise of the training data rather than just the underlying relationships.715

They also don’t convey any information about forecast uncertainty, as would be the case in a prob-716

abilistic framework. RFs are used instead to alleviate these concerns by producing a probabilistic717

forecast in a way that can significantly decrease the model variance with only a slight increase718

to the model bias, provided the trees are sufficiently uncorrelated. The difficulty then revolves719

around generating a large set (forest) of skillful decision trees that are not strongly correlated. The720

decision tree generating procedure described above is deterministic: a given set of training data721

will always produce the same decision tree. A forest of identical decision trees, of course, adds722

no value over using a single decision tree. Two additional proccesses—tree bagging and feature723

bagging—are employed to produce unique trees. Tree bagging produces unique trees through a724

straightforward bootstrapping procedure. Specifically, a forest of size B is formed from the n725

training examples by creating B samples of size n, with replacement, from the original training726

data, and running the decision tree algorithm on each sample. Overfitting due to correlated trees727

can still occur under this approach, particularly if a small subset of the original features are much728

more robust predictors of the verifying category than the rest (Breiman 2001; Murphy 2012). To729

overcome this problem, feature bagging is also employed, whereby only a random subset of the730

m original input predictors are considered at each decision node; the size of the random subset is731
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denoted here as Z; 1≥Z≥m. This combination can result in a set of B largely uncorrelated trees,732

each of which is individually fairly skillful.733

With any machine learning algorithm, there are numerous considerations in the actual model734

construction, which manifest themselves in tunable parameters. Compared with other machine735

learning algorithms, such as gradient boosting or support vector machines, RFs are often praised736

for their relative insensitivity to their parameters with respect to model performance, but it is737

nevertheless important to explore the parameter space in order to realize the full utility of the738

algorithm. The forest size B is perhaps the most obvious parameter. The general relationship of739

between model performance and B is well known and consistent across all prediction problems;740

it starts quite low at very low B, initially increases rapidly with increasing B, and then slowly741

asymptotes to some threshold performance limit as the relationships between input features have742

been fully explored by the forest and the inclusion of new trees becomes redundant. Larger forest743

sizes require more computational expense, so the goal is to select B such that it is small enough to744

be computationally tractable but large enough to be near the performance limit. Another parameter745

noted above is Z, the number of features to consider at each node split. If this number is too small,746

model performance may suffer from only considering irrelevant or otherwise unpredictive features747

in the context of the node; if Z is too large, performance will also suffer because of underdispersive748

trees producing an overfit forest solution. Another frequently explored parameter is the splitting749

criterion evaluation function. Most commonly used are either the Gini impurity or the information750

gain; past studies have shown that this choice is not important for many forecast problems. In this751

study, information gain will be used, and can be expressed for a tree T, candidate splitting feature752

xa and candidate split value va as:753

IG(T,xa,va) = H(T )− argmin
xa,va

2

∑
1

|x ∈ T |xa(> / <)va|
|T |

H({x ∈ T |xa(> / <)va}) (A1)
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where H(T) is the so-called entropy of a tree, defined for each of the K verifying categories as:754

H(T ) =−
K

∑
i=1

pi log2 pi (A2)

The chosen splitting feature and split value are selected among those considered which satisfy755

Equation A1. However, there are two other parameters that have the most substantial influence on756

model performance. The first, denoted S, is the minimum number of training examples required757

to split a node. Traditionally, RFs create a leaf only once a node is ‘pure’, that is, all the remaining758

training examples associated with that node have the same labels—event outcomes. In this way,759

each tree makes a categorical prediction of the predictand outcome, and probabilities are generated760

only in counting the proportion of trees in the forest making a particular forecast. However, this761

can make predictions from an individual tree very susceptible to the outcome of a particular histor-762

ical case, and in some cases result in substantial overfitting. Instead, by increasing S, an RF can be763

allowed to make ‘impure’ leaves; at these nodes, an individual tree makes a probabilistic predic-764

tion based on the proportion of remaining training examples exhibiting each event class rather than765

continuing to split based on the remaining training data. Making S too large, however, can result766

in underfitting—lumping data as indistinguishable when there are in fact underlying discernible767

distinctions between remaining training examples with different labels. The last parameter, de-768

noted P, is not actually an RF algorithm parameter at all. When PCA is performed, there is always769

a question about the number of components to retain. Though there are some heuristics (e.g. North770

et al. 1982), there is no definitive method to know a priori how many retained components P will771

produce the most skillful forecasts (Wilks 2011). If P is too small, valuable forecast data is dis-772

carded and predictive performance consequently suffers. However, if it’s too large, the retained773

PCs eventually become essentially just noise, and the RF, by fitting to these predictor values in the774

training data, will yield an overfit model that does not generalize to unseen data. Experiments that775
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will not be discussed herein revealed that using information gain to determine splits and letting776

B=1000 produced satisfactory results and was insensitive to modifications of these settings. How-777

ever, the Z-S-P parameter space are explored for the models trained and those results are presented778

in Appendix C.779

APPENDIX B780

Logistic Regression and Other Algorithms781

Other machine learning algorithms do not extrapolate well to the high dimensionality of the fore-782

cast problem explored here. Using the random forest classification heuristic of considering the783

square root of the total number of features at each node split (Geurts et al. 2006), the computa-784

tional complexity of training a random forest of size B from N training examples with F features785

(N ¿ F) may be expressed as O(B
√

FN log(N)), and may be readily parallelized across trees or786

within trees. Some algorithms are quadratic or, in the case of support vector machines (Cortes and787

Vapnik 1995), even cubic in the number of training examples, and do not parallelize as readily.788

Others, such as logistic regression (LR), are linear in the number of training examples, but re-789

quires matrix multiplication yielding a computational complexity O(NF2). Even this can become790

intractable with the ∼10,000 native features used here, but becomes highly manageable after the791

PCA pre-processing step, which takes a large number of features F and reduces it to a much792

smaller, approximately constant number of features. It furthermore serves the goal of alleviating793

the so-called ”curse of dimensionality” and reducing overfitting. The last sensitivity experiment,794

noted in Table 3, compares model performance as a function of the model algorithm—the as-795

sumptions that underpin the model. RFs make few assumptions about the relationships between796

the predictors and the predictand, allowing more diverse diagnoses of underlying relationships.797

However, this lack of assumptions can result in some degree of overfitting which fundamentally798
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cannot be mitigated through parameter tuning. As an application of the generalized linear model,799

LR assumes an ultimately linear predictors-predictand relationship and is thus in one aspect con-800

siderably more limited (i.e. more biased) than an RF. For a matrix Y with binary elements that801

are non-zero if and only if training example i has associated verifying category k and a model802

outputting a probability matrix P for each training example and category the multinomial loss J803

can be computed as:804

J(Y,P(w)) =
1
2

wTw−C
1
N

N

∑
i=1

K

∑
k=1

Yi,klog(Pi,k) (B1)

using L2 regularization with specified inverse regularization parameter C, and where w is an FxK805

matrix of regression coefficients selected so as to minimize J. Probabilities are then computed806

using the softmax function:807

P(y = k|x) = exTwk

∑
K
j=1 exTwk

(B2)

APPENDIX C808

Results: Parameter Tuning809

RF model parameters were tuned for each region and lead time separately through the 4-fold cross-810

validation procedure employed throughout the study. Overall, the optimal parameters were found811

not to vary with the two different lead times, but did vary for two of the parameters as a function of812

forecast region, at least to an extent; the full results appear in Table C1. For the S parameter—the813

number of predictors considered for each node split, the default heuristic of the square root of the814

total number of features was found to maximize RPSS for all regions and lead times. For Z, the815

minimum number of remaining training examples in an impure parameter subspace required to816

perform a further node split, was generally found to be around 120. Lesser values maximized skill817

in the western regions, with values of 30 maximizing skill in the SW and ROCK regions, and Z=4818
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producing the best skill over PCST. A couple of the larger regions of the east, SE and MDWST,819

maximized RPSS with a value of 240, although the sensitivity between Z=120 and Z=240 was820

small for all regions. For P in the CTL PCA models, skill was generally maximized with P=30,821

that is, retaining the 30 PCs which explain the most variance of the entire GEFS/R predictor set.822

For most regions, there was very limited sensitivity in the P=30-40 interval—although there was823

larger sensitivity outside this interval—and P=40 was found to produce slightly better skill in the824

NGP region. The PCST region was again the main exception, where P=60 was found to maximize825

cross-validation RPSS.826
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1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 30, 60, 120, 240, 480 for Z, and 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,1031

100 for P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 511032
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Symbol Description Predictor Group Grid

APCP Precipitation accumulation in past (3) 6 hours Core Native Gaussian
CAPE Surface-based convective available potential energy Core Native Gaussian
CIN Suface-based convective inhibition Core Native Gaussian

MSLP Mean sea level pressure Core Native Gaussian
PWAT Total precipitable water Core Native Gaussian
Q2M Specific humidity two meters above ground Core Native Gaussian
T2M Air temperature two meters above ground Core Native Gaussian
U10 Zonal-component of 10-meter wind Core Native Gaussian
V10 Meridional-component of 10-meter wind Core Native Gaussian

Q300 Specific humidity at 300 hPa Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
Q500 Specific humidity at 500 hPa Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
Q700 Specific humidity at 700 hPa Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
Q850 Specific humidity at 850 hPa Upper-Air Core1 1◦x1◦
T250 Temperature at 250 hPa Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
T500 Temperature at 500 hPa Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
T700 Temperature at 700 hPa Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
T850 Temperature at 850 hPa Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
U250 Zonal-component of 250 hPa wind Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
U500 Zonal-component of 500 hPa wind Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
U700 Zonal-component of 700 hPa wind Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
U850 Zonal-component of 850 hPa wind Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
V250 Meridional-component of 250 hPa wind Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
V500 Meridional-component of 500 hPa wind Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
V700 Meridional-component of 700 hPa wind Upper-Air Extra 1◦x1◦
V850 Meridional-component of 850 hPa wind Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦
W850 Vertical velocity (omega) at 850 hPa Upper-Air Core 1◦x1◦

TABLE 1. Summary of dynamical model fields examined in this study, including the abbreviated symbol to

which each variable is referred throughout the paper, a description of each variable, the predictor group with

which the field is associated in the manuscript text, and the highest resolution for which the field can be obtained

from the GEFS/R.
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Symbol Description

RPT1 LOCAL MEDIAN Median of 1-year RPTs whose closest GEFS/R grid point is the forecast point.

RPT1 LOCAL MIN Minimum of 1-year RPTs whose closest GEFS/R grid point is the forecast point.

RPT1 LOCAL MAX Maximum of 1-year RPTs whose closest GEFS/R grid point is the forecast point.

RPT10 LOCAL MEDIAN Median of 10-year RPTs whose closest GEFS/R grid point is the forecast point.

RPT10 LOCAL MIN Minimum of 10-year RPTs whose closest GEFS/R grid point is the forecast point.

RPT10 LOCAL MAX Maximum of 10-year RPTs whose closest GEFS/R grid point is the forecast point.

RPT1 REGIONAL MEDIAN Median of 1-year RPTs that lie within the domain from which model predictors are drawn.

RPT1 REGIONAL MIN Minimum of 1-year RPTs that lie within the domain from which model predictors are drawn.

RPT1 REGIONAL MAX Maximum of 1-year RPTs that lie within the domain from which model predictors are drawn.

RPT10 REGIONAL MEDIAN Median of 10-year RPTs that lie within the domain from which model predictors are drawn.

RPT10 REGIONAL MIN Minimum of 10-year RPTs that lie within the domain from which model predictors are drawn.

RPT10 REGIONAL MAX Maximum of 10-year RPTs that lie within the domain from which model predictors are drawn.

LAT Latitude of forecast point.

LON Longitude of forecast point.

TABLE 2. List of background predictors used in this study, and their associated symbols and descriptions.
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Model Name CTL NPCA CTL PCA UAC PCA UAF PCA CORE CNFDB CORE CTRL CORE LSPACE CORE LTIME CTL LR

PCA Pre-Processed X X X X X

Uses Core Fields X X X X X X X X X

Uses UAC Fields X X

Uses UAE Fields X

Ensemble Information MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN CNFDB CTRL MEDIAN MEDIAN MEDIAN

Horizontal Radius 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 (a), 1 (b), 2 (c), 3 (d) 4 4

Timestep 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 3/6 12 (a), 6 (b*) 3/6

TABLE 3. Summary of the models trained in this study, and the corresponding names designated to the models.

’X’ indicates the process is performed or the information is used; a lack of one indicates the opposite. MEDIAN

corresponds to the ensemble median, CTRL corresponds to the ensemble control member’s fields, and CNFDB

uses the median in addition to the second-from-lowest and second-from-highest member values for each field.

Horizontal radius is listed in grid boxes from forecast point; timestep denotes the number of hours between

GEFS/R forecast field predictors. Slashes indicate the first number applies to the Day 2 version of the model,

while the latter number applies to the Day 3 version. Letters enclosed by parentheses indicate sub-versions

of models, with one parameter changed to the value adjacent to the letter. Asterisks indicate a model applies

only to Day 2, and not Day 3. Otherwise, models apply to all eight forecast regions and have both Day 2 and

Day 3 versions. Those models with bolded names are incorporated into the weighted blend of the final model

configuration.
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Region S Parameter Z Parameter P Parameter

ROCK SQRT 30 30

NGP SQRT 120 40

MDWST SQRT 240 30

NE SQRT 120 30

PCST SQRT 4 60

SW SQRT 30 30

SGP SQRT 120 30

SE SQRT 240 30
Table C1. Optimal RF parameters obtained in cross-validation for the Z-S-P parameter space. SQRT

indicates the square root of the total number of predictors; symbols are otherwise as described in the

manuscript text. Evaluated values were 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 30, 60, 120, 240, 480 for Z, and 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,

80, 90, 100 for P.
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FIG. 1. Return period thresholds at the (a) 1-year and (b) 10-year ARI levels over CONUS for a 24-hour

accumulation interval. Observed exceedances of the (c) 1-year, 24-hour RPTs and (d) 10-year, 24-hour RPTs

between January 2003 and August 2013 based on Stage IV Precipitation Analysis. Circles indicate an observed

event at the location of circle center, with circle size proportional to event count at that location. Circle colors

indicate the mode month of event occurrence as depicted in the figure legend. For clarity, only every fifth grid

point in each dimension is plotted.
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FIG. 2. Map depicting the regional partitioning of CONUS used in this study, and the labels ascribed to each

region.
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the forecast process for this study. GEFS/R forecasts are taken, assembled

across fields, space, and time to form a training matrix, and past observations are used to associate a label with

each forecast initialization, forecast day, forecast point triplet. The training matrix optionally undergoes pre-

preocessing through principal component analysis, and then is input to one or more machine learning algorithms.

From here, probabilistic ARI exceedance forecasts may be readily generated.
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FIG. 4. RPSS results of the CORE LTIME models, as a function of the timestep between incorporation of new

atmospheric field forecast values, for both Day 2 and Day 3 versions of the model and for each region studied.

Lines correspond to a particular day, region pair as indicated in the figure legend. Error bars correspond to 90%

confidence bounds obtained by bootstrapping.
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FIG. 5. RPSS results of the CORE LSPACE models, as a function of the radius of predictor information

incorporated, for both Day 2 and Day 3 versions of the model and for each region studied. Lines correspond to

a particular day, region pair as indicated in the figure legend. Error bars correspond to 90% confidence bounds

obtained by bootstrapping.
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FIG. 6. RPSS results as a function of the atmospheric fields included as input to the RF algorithm, for Day 3

forecast and broken out by region. From left to right, the columns correspond to results using: 1) just the ’Core’

atmospheric field group, 2) both the ’Core’ and ’Upper Air Core’ groups, 3) the ’Core’, ’Upper Air Core’, and

’Upper Air Extra’ groups. For more information on which fields are included in each predictor group, consult

Table 1. Error bars correspond to 90% confidence bounds obtained by bootstrapping.
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FIG. 7. RPSS results as a function of the type of GEFS/R information used as input predictors to the RF

algorithm, for Day 3 forecasts and broken out by region. From left to right, the columns correspond to results

using: 1) just the forecast fields from the GEFS/R control member, 2) the ensemble median forecast values from

the full ensemble, 3) the ensemble median, 2nd-from-minimum, and 2nd-from-maximum forecast values from

the full ensemble. Error bars correspond to 90% confidence bounds obtained by bootstrapping.
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FIG. 8. RPSS results as a function of model input(s) and predictor pre-processing for different forecast days

and regions as indicated in the figure legend. From left to right, columns correspond to results of the CTL NPCA

model, CTL PCA model, CTL LR model, and a weighted combination of CTL PCA and CTL LR models as

described in the paper text. Error bars correspond to 90% confidence bounds obtained by bootstrapping.
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FIG. 9. Final RPSS results obtained through cross validation over the entire period, broken out by region. Red

bars correspond to the results of the final forecast models trained in this study, while gray bars depict results

from the raw GEFS/R QPF probabilities derived from the full ensemble. Dark bars illustrate Day 2 performance

results, while lighter colors show results for Day 3. Error bars correspond to 90% confidence bounds obtained

by bootstrapping.
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FIG. 10. Reliability diagrams for forecasts generated from raw QPFs of the full GEFS/R ensemble. Colored

opaque lines with circular points indicate observed relative frequency as a function of forecast probability; the

solid black line is the one-to-one line, indicating perfect reliability. Colors correspond to the performance of

the forecasts over different regions, as indicated in the legend in the lower-right of each panel. Semi-transparent

lines indicate the total proportion of forecasts falling in each forecast probability bin, using the logarithmic scale

on the right hand side of each panel; lines are again colored by region in accordance with the legend. Panel

(a) shows Day 2 forecast results for 1-year ARI exceedance forecasts, (b) to Day 2 10-year ARI exceedance

forecasts, (c) to Day 3 1-year exceedance forecasts, and panel (d) to Day 3 10-year ARI exceedance forecasts.
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FIG. 11. Same as Figure 10, but for forecasts generated from the CTL NPCA model.
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FIG. 12. Same as Figure 10, but for forecasts generated from the CTL PCA model.
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FIG. 13. Same as Figure 10, but for forecasts generated from the CTL LR model.
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FIG. 14. Same as Figure 10, but for the final forecast model combining CTL PCA and CTL LR forecasts.
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FIG. 15. Summary Reliability Statistics for different models and thresholds. Panels (a) and (d) show Relia-

bility Score for Day 2 and Day 3 models, respectively; panels (b) and (e) depict Reliability Bias Scores, while

panels (c) and (f) depict Reliability Confidence Scores respectively for Day 2 and Day 3 versions of the forecast

models. Magenta bars show performance for raw QPFs, greens to results of the CTL NPCA model, blue bars

for CTL PCA, cyan for CTL LR, and red bars are used for the final, combined model. Dark colored bars corre-

spond to 1-year ARI exceedance statistics, while lighter shades are used for the 10-year ARI thresholds. Values

of zero indicate perfect forecasts with respect to the quantified forecast property; more details may be found in

the manuscript text.
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FIG. 16. Same as Figure 15, but with analysis restricted to situations with forecast probabilities of at least 1.5%.
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